
9/26/2017

TMG BRANDS:

* TMS Sellout Focus program- now including Third Party

Focus Areas for Merchandising

* Promotions

* Displays

OTHERS:

* Toolbox

* New Product/ New Line suggestions to a specific email

MERCH MEMOS:

1. RIG Part Number change

2. MEC [Monster Energy] Rollout- Select stores

3. FIR POP Rollout and Inventory reset

4. S/B Cloak Mesh Rollout

5. S/B Smart Tonneau Rollout- Select Stores

New Lines added

We have selected some stores to display the S/B Smart Tonneau display. Please see the memo for more details and the store list. 

You will need to provide a picture by Friday, Oct 20th 2017.

We will rollout 3 S/B SKUs to all stores (Cloak Mesh product line). Please see the memo for more details. Part numbers: S/B95101, 

S/B95501 and S/B95601

We will be rolling out a FIR Shelf Display along with an optimized inventory set to be placed along with it. This rollout affect all stores 

except for store 16- Hawaii. You will need to provide a picture of your updated gondola by no later than Friday, September 29, 2017. 

Please see the memo for instructions and details. 

Please be advised that Rigid has changed the part numbers for 591 of its SKUs. This change is derived from some enhancements 

made to the product, please see the memo for more details. YOU DO NOT NEED TO RELABEL PRODUCT. We will provide more 

details on OP adjustments in the next few days as we are still working on instructions for the current inventory. 

We have selected some stores to carry the our new line Monster Energy. These stores are also going to receive a fridge. Please see 

the memo for all details including the store list and SKU set

Merchandising - Store Activity Summary

Sell Down of the TMS inventory with Retail and Wholesale focus. We are now including some Third Party SKUs as well. 

Merchandising sends out the updated list by category every Wednesday. Huge Wheel Focus- up to 65% off. All promotions are good 

while supplies last.

Reminder- You can find all the Merch communications in the Merchandising section of the Toolbox. You can find there: Merch 

Memos, New Line Memos, Recently Discontinued Lines, New Parts Summaries, Training Videos and these Merch Monthly Activity 

Summaries.

Please forward your new lines and/or products suggestions to: newproducts@4wp.com

We are working on promotions for:

* Closing October- Month Long

* November-Month Long               * Black Friday/ Cyber Monday               * Holiday Gift Guide

* December- Month Long               * 12 Days of Christmas

TMG Wheels- We were just informed there will be a second phase wheel update, for LRG specifically. We will put together a 

detailed memo with images and placement instructions. Expect the communication in the next few days. 
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MEC Monster Energy Miscellaneous 09/05/17


